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Proposal Form –  
Standards Development Projects 
 

 

Version:  4.3 

Issued:  14 Oct 2019 

 

Please click here for guidance on the proposal submission process. 

 

Proposal title Black Economy Program – raising the bar for business and the 
community  

 

 

Section 1: Scope  

 

1A: Provide details of the proposed documents 

#  Title 
(e.g. Masonry cement) 
 

Project type 
(e.g. revision, 

amendment1 or new2) 

 

Designation 

(e.g. AS 1316:2003)3 

Product type 
(e.g. AS, AS Int, SA TS, etc...) 
4 

1 Black Economy: 
Proactive practices for 
verification and audit  

New  Technical Specification (TS) 

2 Tackling the Black 
Economy: A good 
practice handbook for 
business  

New   Handbook (HB) 

1 An amendment is usually only possible for small changes to recently created documents. See Section 4 of Standardisation 

Guide SG-003: Standards and Other Publications for more details.  

2 If you are proposing to create a new document, please provide a suggested Title. 

3 Use the Standards Australia Webstore to obtain the full designation and name of existing documents. 

4 Standards Australia mainly develops Australian Standards (AS) but it also  develops the following Product types: Australian 

Interim Standard (AS Int), Australian Technical Specification (SA TS), Australian Technical Report (SA TR), Handbook (SA 

HB), Miscellaneous Publication (SA MP), Supplement (Normative), Supplement (Informative), Australian Standard Certified 

Reference Material (ASCRM). For guidance, see Standardisation Guide SG-003: Standards and Other Publications.  

https://www.standards.org.au/getmedia/d9da035d-2fbc-4417-98c1-aa9e85ef625d/SG-003-Standards-and-Other-Publications.pdf.aspx
file:///C:/Users/ENA/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/store.standards.org.au
https://www.standards.org.au/getmedia/d9da035d-2fbc-4417-98c1-aa9e85ef625d/SG-003-Standards-and-Other-Publications.pdf.aspx
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1B: Write a clear and concise statement of the nature of the issue to be addressed by your 

proposal.  Describe who is affected e.g. businesses, community organisations or individuals affected by the 

problem. What are the consequences of no action? 
The Black Economy Taskforce (BETF) found that as supply chains lengthen and become more 

complex, the risk of black economy behaviours increases where exploitative and even illegal supplier 

practices can thrive.  

Black economy activity includes but is not limited to the under-reporting of income, visa fraud, 

hiding behind, or misquoting, an Australian Business Number (ABN), excise evasion and represents a 

significant cost to the Australian community.  

With the rapid digital transformation across all sectors of the economy, supply chains are evolving 

from traditional centralised analogue structures to become more decentralised presenting both 

opportunities for compliance and non-compliance. Increasing globalisation has also meant supply 

chains transcend national borders and businesses can be participants in global value chains.  

The Government, through its response to the BETF, has committed to making Australian supply 

chains fairer. Black economy activities in supply chains result in an uneven playing field for honest 

businesses and undermines confidence in supply chains. This is particularly pronounced with 

growing community interest in greater transparency and accountability of businesses involved in 

supply chains. Businesses need to be able to identify their ability to comply with these social 

expectations and with formal reporting measures including with the Modern Slavery Act (Cth).  

Aside from legislative and regulatory measures, many of which are already being pursued, there is a 

need to tackle supply chain practices through guidance material and solutions.  

This includes through a Handbook and Technical Specification to provide businesses with the right 

tools and common practices to not only meet their legal obligations, but also to proactively combat 

black economy activity within their supply chains. These products should reduce the complexities in 

compliance and enabling a minimum level of practice to be established across complex supply 

chains. This may result in lowering the costs for businesses, particularly small businesses, by 

reducing the costs associated with multiple in-depth supplier due diligence processes.   

 

 

1C: Write a clear and concise proposed scope that will outline how to address the identified 

issue(s). 

Unless this is a proposal for a new document, this should not be a scope of the document, but a scope of 

the work which you propose to undertake.  

Include what is going to be changed from the status quo and summarise the specific intent of the change.  

If you wish to include proposed revisions as tracked changes in the Standard, or an outline of a new Standard, 

please summarise the scope and note the attachment here, and include the document as an appendix to this 

form. 
This proposal seeks to develop: 

• A Handbook (informative) for Australian stakeholders that effectively identifies good practices 
in supply chain management to combat black economy activity. This includes (a) outlining 
what the black economy is, (b) providing examples of efforts undertaken across Australia in 
different sectors to combat the black economy, (c) outlining what a model code of practice 
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might encompass, and (d) highlighting the potential benefits and payoffs to businesses from 
adopting enhanced supply chain practices. It will also have regard to businesses of different 
sizes, ensuring the needs of small businesses in particular are considered and profiled. The 
importance of demonstrable and replicable practices for all business sizes is critical. Small 
businesses can disproportionally experience the negative impact of regulation and 
compliance costs to a greater degree than larger businesses. 
 

• An Australian Technical Specification (normative) for businesses. This Technical Specification 
will aim to codify specific practices that work, to enable businesses to streamline compliance 
activities. It will also have regard to existing legal frameworks and requirements, thereby 
potentially reducing compliance costs for businesses in a marketplace where State and 
Federal requirements impose new obligations which sometimes differ and need to be 
deciphered by business owners and operators. The technical specification will be mindful of, 
and where appropriate, draw on existing licensing schemes that specific industries and 
trades may have in place. Modelled on existing ISO management systems Standards 
approaches, and other best practices observed internationally, it will also strengthen the 
ability of businesses to optimise their processes prior to audit and/or public reporting.  

 
The products will leverage off existing relevant standards and guidance or practices that are 
followed by licenced and certified businesses where available in their industry.  Please see attached 
appendix for a more precise proposed scope of both Technical Specification and Handbook 
documents. 

 

1D: Are you proposing an adoption of an International Standard (i.e. ISO or IEC)?    
 

If so answer the following:5 

Is it a Modified or Identical Adoption? 

Note: if Identical please use the Proposal 

Form – Identical Adoption 

No.  

What is the designation? 

e.g. ISO 10303.212-2004 

N/A 

5 Use the Standards Australia Webstore to obtain the full designation and name of existing documents. 

1E: Is the existing document referenced in Australian State, Territory or Commonwealth legislation or 

regulatory framework?  

For joint documents, also consider New Zealand legislation.6 

Yes (List all legislation or regulation 

that refer to the existing document.7) 

 
Note: For National Construction Code 
(NCC) and WaterMark proposals, the 
Australian Building Codes Board 
(ABCB) needs to be consulted prior to 
submission. 

 

No (Go to 1F) No.  
6 To search for Standards in Australasian legislation, use our search function here, under ‘Standards and the Law’. 

7 Use the full formal designation for the relevant legislation, e.g. Explosives Regulation 2013 (NSW). If more than four items of 

legislation are affected, provide a list as an attachment to this proposal form. 

Note: All relevant regulatory authorities must be consulted in the stakeholder consultation. 

1F: Is there an ISO/IEC document that also covers the issues in question? 

https://www.standards.org.au/getmedia/45224a6a-e75c-497b-9967-857436086836/Proposal_Form_-_Identical-Adoption.doc.aspx
https://www.standards.org.au/getmedia/45224a6a-e75c-497b-9967-857436086836/Proposal_Form_-_Identical-Adoption.doc.aspx
file:///C:/Users/ENA/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/store.standards.org.au
https://www.standards.org.au/standards-development/what-is-standard
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Yes (Go to 1G) x 
No (Go to 1G)  
 

1G: Will the proposed document include any conformity assessment requirements?8  
Yes  
No x 
8 See Standardisation Guide SG-006: Rules for the structure and drafting of Australian Standards. Note that conformity 

assessment requirements are rarely permitted in a Standard. If you selected “yes,” please discuss with the relevant Stakeholder 

Engagement Manager prior to submission.  

Section 2: Net benefit 

 

2A: What will be the impact of the proposed project in the below categories? Explain this in terms of a 

positive or negative impact on the following “Net Benefit” criteria.9  

Public health and safety (max 200 words) 

The Technical Specification and Handbook provide businesses the opportunity to easily understand and 

incorporate good supply chain practices throughout their operations and those that are fit for their industry. 

Projects that lift the standards and integrity of supply chains across businesses and the economy can have 

positive tangible effects for public safety and health providing consumers and other users with greater 

confidence in practices followed by businesses in satisfying public health and safety concerns.  

Social and community impact (max 200 words) 
Having good practices for supply chain management will help businesses meet the growing social and 

community expectations of greater transparency and accountability in supply chains and reduced threats from 

black economy behaviours such as fraud and corruption. It is a growing expectation that businesses be aware 

of and can identify potential risks from the black economy, as evidenced by new modern slavery reporting 

requirements. The technical specification and handbook will provide the framework for a nationally consistent 

approach benefitting businesses and communities across Australia.  

 

Environmental impact (max 200 words) 
Normalising supply chain management best practices for black economy prevention will help reduce the 

potential for environmental risks to go unnoticed. This has additional relevancy as investors seek greater 

confidence around the integrity of supply chains and impacts on the environment.  

Competition (max 200 words) 
Clearer guidance and tools for businesses that enable best practices to be shared and embedded can aid 
competition and improve the business operating environment. Clear guidance and case studies can also allow 
firms to streamline operations, run more efficiently and provide customers and citizens with a reasonable level 
of certainty and confidence in the practices that underpin business operations.  Adoption of the Technical 
Specification within industry might also foster greater trust on the part of those engaging in procurement, 
ensuring there is a dividend for those businesses adopting these solutions. All businesses, in particular small 
businesses, that incorporate these practices into their business model can potentially increase their 
attractiveness to the market, enhancing their ability to compete and integrate across more value and supply 
chains. To the extent guidance draws upon best international practices and criterion, this can enable or 
increase a business’s ability compete in global markets.  
 

https://www.standards.org.au/getmedia/1bbeb709-5dd4-41f3-a5ff-521e4f0c2958/SG-006-Rules-for-the-Structure-and-Drafting-of-Australian-Standards.pdf.aspx
https://www.standards.org.au/engagement-events/sectors
https://www.standards.org.au/engagement-events/sectors
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Economic impact (max 200 words) 
The Technical Specification is designed to codify existing requirements for businesses of all sizes in a voluntary 
low-cost manner. The Handbook is a low cost means of disseminating best practice by providing clear case 
studies and measurable and replicable approaches for all types of business. Both tools may reduce the costs for 
businesses in meeting their obligations to tackle black economy activities as they may have less need to 
acquire costly legal and technical advice. These sorts of costs can be particularly onerous, and fall 
disproportionately on small businesses.  
 
It is likely that there will be costs associated with acquiring and implementing the guidance materials, however 

this will be an important consideration in the design of the products and attempts will be made to minimise 

these where possible.  

Tools which can assist and guide businesses in de-risking their supply chains can remove potential points of 
friction in the business operating environment increasing and enhancing business productivity (and potentially 
profitability). Reducing the risks and incidence of the black economy within supply chains benefits the broader 
Australian community. Honest and compliant businesses (particularly small businesses) will able to compete on 
a level playing field, by reducing the ability of other businesses with poor supply chain practices to get an unfair 
advantage.  
 
 
9 Add specific facts and examples if possible. Refer to the Guide to Net Benefit. Not all categories may be affected, in which 

case, leave these blank.  
 

https://www.standards.org.au/getmedia/c570e222-6c95-4636-b2d7-cd95241f2c3a/GU-103-Guide-to-Net-Benefit.pdf.aspx
https://www.standards.org.au/getmedia/c570e222-6c95-4636-b2d7-cd95241f2c3a/GU-103-Guide-to-Net-Benefit.pdf.aspx

